
Technical Financial Operational

Service Sales Cheat Sheet
no problem = no solution

Determine the prospect’s technical 
issues and roadmap intentions. 

Lead with questions, not presentations.
- nobody cares how cool you are
- it’s not about you, it’s all about the customer

Address specific concerns with appropriate
elements of your product and service portfolio.

Help the prospect to diagnose and define 
our absence of value in their business.

Position your company as a source of business
advantage for the prospect. You are the experts
your customers need to be successful.

Keep in mind: you are best placed
to know more about the prospect’s business
and systems than they do. 

Common reactions:
“I want to start today. Give me the tools”
“I want a demo” or “Show me”
“How can I buy a license?”

Common objections:
“I can do this myself”
“I’m not comfortable with you entering my
value chain”
“None of this exists”
“It’s not what I do today”

On their own, technical and operational
advantages are limited in their audience and
appeal.

The financial solution is the most critical piece
of a service sale. It validates the technical
proposal in a balance sheet context. It is why
companies exist.

Is it vital that you illustrate compelling
net value to the prospect to convince them
in financial terms, not only technical benefits.

Detail the “cost of the problem”
- quantify every aspect of every prospect
system you have visibility of
- assign a dollar value to each in an annual
or multi-year total

Apply what it will cost to provide your
solutions to each of the problems.

If the prospect does not consider some
elements a problem today, expose the
problem and answer in a financial context.

Cost of problem - cost of solution = net value

Get creative to make the financial solution
compelling
- minimize costs in areas of greatest pain
- facilitate maximum growth of solution to the
benefit of the customer
- maximize long term return on the investment

Recognize that a decision to buy is a decision to
change for a prospect.

You must continually provide the prospect
with the confidence to invest in your company.

Focus on your corporate commitment to the 
project plan and service level agreement.

You must be visible in your mitigation of risk
throughout the delivery process.
- Generate short term wins
- Tell the customer what you are doing frequently

Unite the teams involved to deliver solutions in
the best interests of the customer.

Deliver, measure and improve on the value
promises you have made to your customer.

If something goes wrong, be honest in reporting
and resolution of the issue.

Continually seek ways to add additional value to
the customer’s business.

Deliver. Deliver. Deliver. With healthy
over communication and customer involvement.
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